Minutes of CCC Committee Meeting
21st July 1014
Present
John Chamberlain (Chair), Jean Dollimore, Meade McCloughan, Helen Vecht,
Steven Edwards, George Coulouris, David Arditti, Geoff Stilwell (Minutes).

1. Apologies
Stefano Casalotti, Angela Hobsbaum.

2. Minutes of the meeting 19th May 2014
Approved with Steven spelt with a ‘v’ and not ‘ph’.

3. Matters Arising
From item 6.1: Jean would resend email addresses to Steven and Angela for action.

4. Response to West End Project (WEP) Consultation
The public meeting on Monday 30th June 2014 at the Indian YMCA, drew about 40 people.
Deadline for presentation of consultation to Camden’s WEP team is 1st August.
Jean was presenting CCC’s response to LCC’s Infrastructure Review Group (IRG)
meeting Tuesday 22nd July.
The roads involved are part of the London Grid and would therefore have Londonwide
impact.
If there were conflicts at the IRG meeting, CCC could have a different, more detailed,
response than LCC. CCC perspective more developed than other groups.
It was thought that there had been sufficient consultation with CCC members at the public
meeting and on Cyclescape.
Changes to the document were discussed and the following agreed:



The sentence ‘Provided that taxis are kept out of Tottenham Court Road this will be a major
improvement.’ would be removed completely.
The word ‘full’ would be removed from the sentence introducing the main points.

Jean will make the minor modifications and send the document to the IRG core group.
5. Angela’s Discussion Paper (Introduced by John)
5.1

5.2

Raising CCC Profile: Angela suggested that we should be more proactive in

raising our profile. The ‘Tavistock’ video
http://www.camdencyclists.org.uk/camden/campaigns/ssl-upgrade/ was cited as an
example of CCC being more visual. Suggestions were:
 Campaign priorities for the year set and promoted
 Banners displayed on bikes on rides (e.g. Space for Cycling)
An agenda item at a future meeting would deal with CCC’s campaign focus.
Recruitment: People coming to meetings, to some extent, depended upon the
profile & popularity of the speaker.
It was suggested we should advertise meetings in the Camden New Journal
Listings section. Angela was ‘volunteered’ to action this.
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6. LCC Local Groups Forum & Space For Cycling
6.1
6.2
6.3

Steven would send links to the committee about the meeting.
Asks: Steven was keen to see the Space for Cycling ‘Asks’ progressed. It was felt
that, as there were so many wards and councillors we would have to ask for
volunteers at the next and future meetings.
John suggested prioritising wards.

7. Future Meetings – Topics & Speakers
It was agreed that we would not need a speaker for the August meeting but that we should
have a good speaker for Monday 15th September. Rachel Aldred was suggested.
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